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RICCI FLOW ON MODIFIED RIEMANN EXTENSIONS
H. G. NAGARAJA AND HARISH D.
Abstract. We study the properties of Modified Riemann exten-
sions evolving under Ricci flow. We obtain the necessary and suf-
ficient condition for modified Riemann extension under Ricci flow
to stay as modified Riemann extension. We also discuss the prop-
erties of the curvature tensors under Ricci flow.
1. introduction
Ricci flow and the evolution equations of the Riemannian curvature
tensor were initially introduced by Richard Hamilton[4] and was later
studied to a large extent by Perelman[12],[13],[14], Cao, Zhu[11], John
Morgan, Gang Tian[15] and others. Indeed, the theory of Ricci flow
has been used to prove the geometrization and Poincare conjectures[11].
However not much work has been done on Ricci flows on Modified Rie-
mann extensions. The Ricci flow equation is the evolution equation
∂gil
∂t
= −2Ril where gil and Ril are the metric and Ricci tensor com-
ponents respectively. As flow progresses the metric changes and hence
the properties related to it.
Patterson andWalker[5] have defined Riemann extensions and showed
how a Riemannian structure can be given to the 2n dimensional tan-
gent bundle of an n− dimensional manifold with given non-Riemannian
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structure. Riemann extension is an embedding of a manifold M in a
manifold M ′, the embedding being carried out in such a way that the
geodesic equations are preserved up to the base space. The Riemann
extension of Riemannian or non-Riemannian spaces can be constructed
with the help of the Christoffel coefficients Γijk of corresponding Rie-
mann space or with connection coefficients Πijk in the case of the space
of affine connection[9]. The theory of Riemann extensions has been ex-
tensively studied by Afifi[11]. Though the Riemann extensions is rich
in geometry, here in our discussions, the modified Riemann extensions
fit naturally in to the frame work. Modified Riemann extensions were
introduced in [1] and [2] and their properties we list briefly in the next
section.
Here in this paper we discuss some interesting properties satisfied
by curvature tensors under the influence of Ricci flow on modified Rie-
mann extensions. We give a brief introduction to modified Riemann
Extensions[3] in section 2. In Section 3 we find the rate of change of
concircular, conharmonic and conformal curvature tensors under Ricci
flow. Ricci flow on modified Riemann extensions are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.
2. preliminaries
Let (M, g) be a n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Then Ricci
flow is the evolution of the metric given by
∂gil
∂t
= −2Ril, (2.1)
where gil is the metric component and Ril is the component of the Ricci
curvature tensor.
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For a time dependent metric under Ricci flow, the evolution equa-
tions for Riemann curvature tensor, Ricci tensor and scalar curvature
are given by[4],
∂Rijkl
∂t
=△Rijkl + 2(Bijkl −Bijlk −Biljk +Bikjl)
− gpq(RpjklRqi +RipklRqj +RijplRqk +RijkpRql),
(2.2)
∂Rij
∂t
= △Rij + 2g
prgqsRpiqjRrs − 2g
pqRpiRqj (2.3)
and
∂R
∂t
= △R + 2gijgklRikRjl, (2.4)
where Bijkl = g
prgqsRpiqjRrksl and Rijkl, Rij , R are the Riemannian
curvature tensor, Ricci tensor and scalar curvature respectively.
Let ∇ be a torsion-free affine connection of M . The modified Rie-
mann extension of (M,∇) is the cotangent bundle T ∗M equipped with
a metric g¯ whose local components given by
g¯ij = −2ωlΓ
l
ij + cij, g¯ij∗ = δ
j
i , g¯i∗j = δ
j
i and g¯i∗j∗ = 0.
The contravariant components are
g¯ij = 0, g¯ij
∗
= δji , g¯
i∗j = δji and g¯
i∗j∗ = 2ωlΓ
l
ij − cij
for i, j ranging from 1 to n and i∗, j∗ ranging from n+ 1 to 2n,
where ωl are extended coordinates and cij is a (0, 2) tensor on M .
The Christophel symbols are given by,
Γkij =
1
2
gkl
(
∂
∂xi
gjk +
∂
∂xj
gik −
∂
∂xk
gij
)
. (2.5)
We note these results for the extended space, Γ¯kij = Γ
k
ij ,
Γ¯k
∗
ij = ωlR
l
kji+
1
2
(∇icjk +∇jcik −∇hcij),
Γ¯ki∗j = 0, Γ¯
k∗
i∗j = −Γ
i
jk, Γ¯
k
i∗j∗ = 0, Γ¯
k∗
i∗j∗ = 0
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The components of the Riemann curvature tensor of the extended space
is given by
Rlijk =
∂
∂xi
Γljk −
∂
∂xj
Γlik + Γ
l
imΓ
m
jk − Γ
l
jmΓ
m
ik. (2.6)
For the extended space ,
R¯ijkl = R
i
jkl,
R¯i
∗
jkl = ωa(∇jR
a
ilk−∇kR
a
ilj)+
1
2
[∇j(∇lcki−∇ickl)−∇k(∇lcji−∇icjl)−
Rmjklcmi − R
m
jkiclm], R¯
i∗
j∗kl = R
j
ilk, R¯
i∗
jk∗l = −R
k
ilj , and R¯
i∗
jkl∗ = R
l
kji.
The others are zero. i∗, j∗, k∗, l∗ ranges from n+1 to 2n. We lower the
index in the middle position, to get
Rijkl = gmkR
m
ijl. (2.7)
It may be noted by simple calculation that R¯i∗jk∗l = 0 which we require
later on. Further, R¯ij = Rij +Rji, R¯i∗j = 0 and R¯i∗j∗ = 0.
3. evolution
The Ricci flow is given by equation(2.1). As time progresses the met-
ric evolves and hence the properties depending on the metric change.
Under Ricci flow, the rate of change of conformal curvature depends on
the difference of conharmonic and Riemannian curvature tensors. The
concircular curvature tensor is given by,
Cijkl = Rijkl −
R
n(n− 1)
[gilgjk − gjlgik]. (3.1)
The conharmonic curvature tensor is given by
Lijkl = Rijkl −
1
n− 2
[gjkRil + gilRjk − gikRjl − gjlRik]. (3.2)
Under Ricci flow, we give a relation between conformal tensor and
conharmonic tensor.
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Theorem 3.1. For a manifold with non zero scalar curvature under
Ricci flow, the rate of change of concircular tensor is related to con-
harmonic tensor by
∂
∂t
(
Cijkl − Rijkl
R
) =
2(n− 2)
n(n− 1)
[Rijkl − Lijkl]. (3.3)
Proof. Differentiating (3.1) we get,
∂Cijkl
∂t
=
∂Rijkl
∂t
−
1
n(n− 1)
[gilgjk − gjlgik]
∂R
∂t
−
R
n(n− 1)
[
∂gil
∂t
gjk +
∂gjk
∂t
gil −
∂gik
∂t
gjl −
∂gjl
∂t
gik
]
.
(3.4)
∂Cijkl
∂t
−
∂Rijkl
∂t
=−
1
n(n− 1)
[gilgjk − gjlgik]
∂R
∂t
+
R
n(n− 1)
[2Rilgjk + 2Rjkgil − 2Rikgjl − 2Rjlgik] .
(3.5)
But
[gilgjk − gjlgik] =
n(n− 1)
R
(Rijkl − Cijkl) (3.6)
and
Rilgjk +Rjkgil −Rikgjl − Rjlgik = (n− 2)(Rijkl − Lijkl). (3.7)
Substituting (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.9) we get
∂Cijkl
∂t
−
∂Rijkl
∂t
= −
1
R
(Rijkl − Cijkl)
∂R
∂t
+
2(n− 2)R
n(n− 1)
(Rijkl − Lijkl).
(3.8)
R
∂
∂t
(Cijkl − Rijkl)− (Cijkl − Rijkl)
∂R
∂t
=
2(n− 2)R2
n(n− 1)
(Rijkl − Lijkl).
(3.9)
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Therefore,
∂
∂t
(
Cijkl − Rijkl
R
) =
2(n− 2)
n(n− 1)
[Rijkl − Lijkl]. (3.10)

Example 1. Let M be a manifold with a space of constant curvature
withK = 1
1−n
. Then evolution of the metric under Ricci flow is given by
gij(t) = gij(0)e
−2t and Rijkl(t) = Rijkl(0)e
−4t. Further, Cijkl − Rijkl =
−R
n
Rijkl and Lijkl − Rijkl =
2(n−1)
n−2
Rijkl. Substituting this in equation
(3.10) the above result is verified.
For a Riemannian manifold the Weyl conformal tensor is given by,
Wijkl =Rijkl −
1
n− 2
(gjkRil − gikRjl + gilRjk − gjlRik)
+
R
(n− 1)(n− 2)
(gilgjk − gjlgik).
(3.11)
Equations (3.1),(3.2) and (3.11) can be combined to form,
(Wijkl − Lijkl) = −
n
n− 2
(Cijkl − Rijkl). (3.12)
Theorem 3.2. For a n-manifold under Ricci flow,
∂
∂t
(Wijkl − Lijkl)
R
=
2
n− 1
(Lijkl −Rijkl). (3.13)
Proof. Differentiating equation 3.12 with respect to ’t’ and using the-
orem 3.2 the result follows. 
4. Extensions
For modified Riemann Extensions, since the scalar curvature van-
ishes, the concircular curvature tensor is same as the Riemannian cur-
vature tensor. Further the conharmonic curvature tensor is equal to
the conformal curvature tensor.
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Ricci flow on modified Riemann extensions is the evolution of metric
such that the class of metrics obtained under Ricci flow can be ex-
pressed as modified Riemann extensions of a base metric. We prove
the following results for Ricci flow on modified Riemann extensions.
Lemma 4.1. Laplacian of Ricci tensor is zero on modified Riemann
extension.
Proof. Laplacian of Ricci tensor is given by,
△Rij = g
klRij:k:l. (4.1)
But,
gklRij:k:l =g
klRij,k,l − g
klΓαjk,lRαi − g
klΓαjkRαi,l − g
klΓαik,lRαj
− gklΓαikRαj,l − g
klΓαilRαj,k + g
klΓαilΓ
β
kαRβj + g
klΓαilΓ
β
jkRβα
− gklΓαjlRiα,k + g
klΓαjlΓ
β
αkRiβ + g
klΓαjlΓ
β
ikRβα − g
klΓαklRij,α
+ gklΓαklΓ
β
iαRβj + g
klΓαklΓ
β
jαRiβ.
(4.2)
From the properties of extended metric components we have, gkl to be
non zero atleast one of k or l must be greater than n. Suppose k > n,
then Rij,k = 0. Also Rαi 6= 0 only when α < n and i < n. But if
α ≤ n then Γαjk = 0 since k > n. Similar argument makes all the terms
on the right side of the equation to vanish. If l > n then again Rij,k,l
vanishes since Rij,k is a function of first n coordinates. Also, since
Christoffel symbols are preserved by extension, Γαjk,l vanishes. Hence
the result. 
Theorem 4.3. The Ricci curvature tensor is independent of time for
Ricci flow on modified Riemann extensions.
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Proof. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold. The rate of change of
Ricci tensor is given by
∂Rik
∂t
= △Rik + 2g
prgqsRpiqkRrs − 2g
pqRpiRqk. (4.3)
for i, k greater than n, Rik = 0. It is sufficient to prove for i, k ranging
from 1 to n. For gpr and gqs to be non zero, either p > n or r > n and
q > n or s > n. Suppose p > n and q > n. Then as discussed earlier
Rpiqk = 0. If s > n or r > n then Rrs = 0. Thus 2g
prgqsRpiqkRrs = 0.
Now gpq is non zero for p > n or q > n. But if p > n, Rpi = 0 and
similarly if q > n, Rqk = 0. Hence the result. 
It must be noted here that the flow is not on the base manifold but
on the extended space. We have proved the necessary and sufficient
conditions for Modified Riemann extension under Ricci flow to stay as
modified Riemann extensions.
We can restate the result in terms of metric.
Theorem 4.4. Ricci flow on modified Riemann Extensions is linear.
Proof. Under Ricci flow on modified Riemann Extensions, the Ricci
tensor is time invariant. Hence on solving (2.1) we get
gjk(t) = Rjkt + gjk(0). (4.4)
Thus the metric is linearly variying with time. 
Example 2. modified Riemann extension of Schwarzchild metric has
vanishing Ricci tensor and hence remains a trivial example.
Example 3. Consider the hyperbolic metric ds2 = 1
y2
dx2+ 1
y2
dy2. The
modified Riemannian extension of this is
ds2 =
−4P
y
dx2 −
8P
y
dxdy +
4Q
y
dy2 + 2dxdp+ 2dQdy. (4.5)
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where cij = 0.
Then R11 =
2
y2
= R22 and rest of the components equal to zero. Thus
g11 =
2
y2
t + −4Q
y
and g22 =
−4Q
y
+ 2
y2
t with rest of the components
independent of time which are the required class of metric components.
Theorem 4.5. For modified Riemann Extensions under Ricci flow,
the rate of change of extended components of Weyl conformal tensor
is the same as the rate of change of extended components of Riemann
curvature tensor.
Proof. For the extended space, the Weyl conformal tensor is given by
Wijkl = Rijkl −
1
n− 2
(gikRjl − gilRjk − gjkRil + gjlRik). (4.6)
Differentiating partially with respect to ’t’ we get,
∂Wijkl
∂t
=
∂Rijkl
∂t
−
1
n− 2
(
∂gik
∂t
Rjl + gik
∂Rjl
∂t
−
∂gil
∂t
Rjk − gil
∂Rjk
∂t
−
∂gjk
∂t
Ril − gjk
∂Ril
∂t
+
gjl
∂t
Rik + gjl
∂Rik
∂t
).
(4.7)
Using previous theorem and (2.1) and rearranging we get
∂Wijkl
∂t
=
∂Rijkl
∂t
−
4
n− 2
(RilRjk − RikRjl). (4.8)
Here again for any two of i, j, k, l greater than n the Ricci components
are zero. In particular for all of them greater than n, we get the above
result. 
Conclusion
We have found the necessary and sufficient conditions for the the
modified Riemann extension under Ricci flow evolving to obtain a class
of metrics which again are modified Riemann extensions.
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